Autumn Quilt Festival, Duxford 2019
Workshop List
These workshops run on each day of the show. Some workshops will overlap so please
check the times when making your choice. Workshops can be booked at the show on a first
come, first served basis. Payment should be made by cash only.
Workshop 1
11.30am - 1 hour - £7.00
Tactile Twiddled Daisy Design with Jennie Rayment
Create an eight-petal manipulated masterpiece. Simple to make yet divertingly unique. A novel
creation from Jennie’s latest book. Come and have fun fiddling with fabric – ideal for all ages and
abilities. Full pre-cut kit provided to make a cushion or small hanging.
12.45pm - 1 hour - £7.50
Play with Glitter Liners with Vendulka Battais
Would you like a fast and easy way to add a bit of glitter to your textile work? Come and try Marabu
Glitter Liners and colour in a pre-quilted feather or a tree panel.
2.00pm - 1 hour - £6.50
Seaside Postcard with Gail Lawther
Stitch your own year-long memory of sun, sand and surf with this irresistible beach hut design; fused
the pieces into place, then decorate with hand stitching, lace and embellishments. Frame the
finished piece as a little picture, add others to create a larger quilt, or use to decorate a bag front,
kindle cover, journal or photo album. All fabric, hand-sewing threads, wadding, lace and
embellishment provided.
Workshop 2
11.30am - 1 Hour - £7.00
Come Fly with Me! with Kim Shaw
Whether you want to represent a time of year or mark a special occasion, use your pattern in a
number of ways to illustrate your ideas and thoughts. Add or adapt items to personalise for intended
recipient. Kit and pattern supplied.
12.45pm - 1 Hour - £7.00
Creating a Seaside Scene With Sally Holman
Start to make a small seaside themed picture using flat textured piecing, quilting & embroidery. Kit
provided to make a small picture.
2.00pm - 1 hour - £8.00
Festive Postcards with Moira Neal
Come and make a festive postcard from a selection of ideas, each thermofax printed and ready to
hand stitch or applique onto. The kit will include a printed postcard back and Vilene and a selection
of threads and fabrics to use in the class.

